
 

2. Web Sites Used for Medical-Benefit Medications 
 

Function Provider Workflow BPR-specified Capabilities ‘MET’,  
Scheduled 

Date, or ‘NA’ 

Comment 

Checking 
Eligibility and 

Benefits 

Some providers verify 
eligibility and benefits 
through real time eligibility 
in Epic/Cerner,  
 
Some providers verify 
eligibility and benefits 
through CignaforHCP.com 

Identify services that are benefit exclusions 
for the patient 

 Sometime the site displays a phone 
number for the provider to call to 
determine if a pre-auth is needed, and 
sometimes the site doesn’t display a 
phone number.  
 
Information about excluded benefits is  
available on the web site 

Determining 
whether Pre-

Auth or Medical 
Necessity 
Review is 
required 

 
& 
 

Submitting 
Review Request 
(if Necessary) 

Some providers always call 
Cigna. 
 
Some providers view the 
Master Pre-Certification 
List and then call Cigna or 
use the appropriate web 
site. 
Some providers start with  
CignaforHCP.com and 
move through Cigna-
Navinet site and PromptPA 
site – pulling data from 
EPIC/Cerner and loading it 
into the web sites. 
 
If the site indicates that a 
pre-auth is not required, 
some providers may call 
Cigna to confirm, as 
sometimes it may need to 
be submitted through 
another system. 

Provide up-to-date navigation information 
on One-Stop-Shop page 

To be 
confirmed 

 

Look up/Search for the medication by J-
code (for Meds that have a J code) and 
Brand Name and Generic Name 

 J code can be entered on Cigna-
Navinet site but only description can 
be entered on PromptPA site.  

Information is specific to a product/group 
or plan, i.e. not a generic list. 

MET  
 

• Identify whether any entered service 
require a pre-authorization.  This 
includes Unlisted Procedures. 

 
• Explicitly indicate if a service does not 

require a pre-authorization, e.g. no pre-
auth required unless specifically 
indicated on this list. 

 
 

MET 

Unsure whether Unlisted Procedures 
can be entered. as long as it is a valid 
CPT Code 

Identify whether any entered 
medication/service require a medical 
necessity review (separate from a pre-auth).  
This includes Unlisted Procedures. 

 A Cigna Nurse will contact the 
provider or the submitter to obtain 
additional information (if need be) 

Identify whether Medication needs to be 
obtained from a Specialty Pharmacy.  If so, 
contact information of the specialty 
pharmacy 

 This is not indicated on any of the 
sites.   
 
Unclear if/how the flow of the site 



 

Function Provider Workflow BPR-specified Capabilities ‘MET’,  
Scheduled 

Date, or ‘NA’ 

Comment 

 
Some providers go directly 
to the PromptPA site – 
pulling data from 
EPIC/Cerner and loading it 
into the web site. 
 

 
  

 
 
 
 

would be different in situations 
where a specialty pharmacy is 
requires and in situations where buy 
and bill is allowed.  

Identify if/what supporting documentation 
that needs to be sent with a review request, 
including documentation for Unlisted 
Procedures 

 Documentation requirements may be 
listed in the medical policies.  They 
are not displayed on the site.  

Identify clinical criteria or vendor 
information whose criteria is used 

MET Difficult to find the appropriate 
medical policy.  

Identify whether approval of this service is 
dependent upon previously trying other 
services, i.e. “tried and failed”.   

 May be listed in the Medical Policy.  

Provide an online form/web page for 
requesting pre-service review 

MET  

On form/web page - Allow specification of 
the “urgency” of the request 

MET  

Identify the timeframe under which the 
request will be reviewed, somewhere in the 
process 

  

On form/web page - Allow specification of 
ALL the medication/administration to be 
reviewed 

MET  

On form/web page - Include questions 
about any relevant professional restrictions 
(as applicable) 

MET  

If form/web page asks for clinical 
information, either offer check list selection 
of appropriate clinical information or allow 
providers to submit ALL clinical 
information relevant to the specific request 
for services, and not restrict provider from 
sending this relevant information 

MET  



 

Function Provider Workflow BPR-specified Capabilities ‘MET’,  
Scheduled 

Date, or ‘NA’ 

Comment 

Allow for submission of form electronically 
or faxed with supporting documentation 

MET Information can be cut and pasted 
 

Provide acknowledgement of receipt of the 
review request 

   MET  
 

Allow printing of the completed request 
form and/or on-line review of the 
information submitted on the request. 

  
 

Perform review for ALL submitted services 
that are valid per the BPR, not just those 
requiring a pre-authorization -- including 
Unlisted Procedures, except for those listed 
on health plan web site. 

 System will only continue through 
the request process when pre-auth is 
required.  

Perform review without a provider 
signature on the request 

MET  

On web page, identify how changes are to 
be made to previous requests and how 
providers will be notified of decisions 

  

Would 
Checking Status 

of Request 

Use PromptPA site or call 
Cigna 

Provide status information on web site per 
the BPR 

Identify any information that is missing. 

 When pending status –– the reason 
for the pend is not reported on the 
site 
 
Authorization number does not 
display even when the request has 
been authorized.  

Allow access to status information by the 
provider/organization that requested the 
services, the provider/organization that is 
doing the services and, as appropriate, the 
facility/organization where the services are 
to be done 

 
MET 

 

 
 
 


